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Ruggle-it

& Probiotics Testimonial

for
Cats & Dogs – aggravated skin, itching, grass-related hair loss &
itching, unidentified skin issues
+
Human stomach issues

[ZOOM NOTE: To clearly see this text, please use the '+' keys on the top of this screen to
enlarge it to 100% or greater]
All blacked out areas are text/names/descriptions that may contravene Veterinary Medicines
Directorate regulation; text within [] has been inserted by this office.
NOTE: When customers refer to our old product name, we'll overwrite it with RUGGLE-IT

----- Original Message ----From: Linda Moore, Animals at Home
To: Ruggles & Stopitall Ltd
Sent: Saturday, June 11, 2011 11:48 PM
Subject: Re: Mrs Linda Moore - thank you for referring Dr Ellner to us for her cat

Hi Karen
Do hope you are able to help Andrea with her cat as she has had every treatment going from the vets and
still overgrooms herself.
As I work with most of the vets in this area with the Ambulance I often see a pet that is not responding
to the vets treatment but I don't like to tread on their toes and suggest RI until the vet has drawn a blank
and still no cure.
I always have a bottle mixed up ready in the Ambulance and just suggest they borrow it for a few days to
see how it might help. It always does!!!
I have used Ruggle It on two cats lately that the vets have been struggling to cure [help]and both are
now fine. One (my daughters who works for a vet) had harvest mites in his feet and the vet wanted to
put him on steroids [strong drugs]. Ruggle It did the trick and he is now so much better in himself he
has almost doubled in size, not fat but just grown into a big healthy cat.
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The other belonging to a customer has been treated for about two months for a skin dermatitis [nasty skin
irritation] under her collar. I have been looking after her for the last week and the vet had just prescribed
steroids [strong drugs] for her. She hated the tablets so much we couldn't get her to take them at all so I
have bathed her neck in the solution for 1 week and the owners were amazed how it had healed
itself in just one week, they knew the product worked already as I had given them some mixed up for
their dog a Vizla that appeared to have a grass allergy [sensitivity] all over his face. That also got
better without vet treatment in less than a week
I have now introduced my daughter to Bio Kult as she has suffered a lot recently with unexplained
stomach problems and has to watch what she eats. She has just finished the “loading” phase [we usually
suggest “loading” for 7-10 days] and already she feels so much better and her skin is healing so
much quicker. I would like to know if it would be safe for my other daughter to take as she is 2 months
pregnant and very run down with bad sickness each day [we answered this question a categoric YES!]
Many Thanks
Linda Moore
www.swindon.animalsathome.co.uk

Many thanks to Mrs Moore for taking the time to write this feedback.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones
received in writing will be considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have
peace of mind that we're not making this up! All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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